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Make peace
with the
unknown
This may well be another unpredictable year, and many
of us find that difficult. Nione Meakin asks professionals
in high-risk fields how they cope with uncertainty

F

ew of us relish uncertainty.
Whether it’s a question mark
over a job, difficulties in a
relationship or unsettling
developments in world events,
unpredictable situations tend to trigger
some degree of stress in even the most
laid-back of personalities.
In part, it’s the way we’re hardwired:
successfully anticipating an outcome
releases the brain’s ‘reward’ signal,
dopamine, while uncertainty activates an
instant and uncomfortable threat
response. A recent University College
London study* highlighted how significant
this brain chemistry is by demonstrating
that the possibility of getting an electric

shock led to ‘significantly’ higher stress
levels in participants than knowing
for sure that they would be shocked. In
other words, we are better equipped to
deal with guaranteed pain than the
chance of it.
Yet, while we all experience uncertainty
in a similar way, some of us undoubtedly
handle it better than others. Some people
even build careers on their ability to
successfully navigate uncertain scenarios
in life. I wondered what was different
about them. Why, instead of becoming
panicked, fearful and distracted, as I do in
the face of uncertainty, were they able to
deal with such situations rationally? Were
they naturally more comfortable with >>>
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See it as a challenge

Perhaps it helps to examine our
attitude towards uncertainty. While
many of us instinctively feel unhappy
about not knowing whether or not we
will get that promotion, or how tense
global events will turn out, those who
deal well with uncertainty tend to see
it in more neutral terms. Richard
Mullender spent five years working as
a hostage negotiator in Afghanistan
and the Middle East. It was his job to
steer a variety of volatile, high-risk
scenarios to a safe conclusion. ‘To me,
uncertainty just means challenge,’
he says. ‘Although it isn’t always easy,
it isn’t necessarily a bad thing either.
It’s what keeps life interesting.’
Although I battle to see the unease
of uncertainty as ‘interesting’,
questioning whether such situations
could be framed as challenges, rather
than problems, helps guide us away
from panic into more rational
territory; a better starting point.
For Mullender, the next step is
gathering information – unevaluated
material of every description – and
then turning it into real intelligence
– information that has been tested and
deemed valuable and usable. ‘You have
to listen carefully to the information
you are given in a hostage situation,’
he says. ‘The demands will give you
insight into what they are looking for
and what their objectives are. Then,
you have to think about your own
objectives. Are the demands realistic?
Are they terms we can meet? What’s
the potential damage if we don’t meet
them? What are the alternatives?’
Posing and answering questions in
this way helps turn information into
intelligence and shape a strategy. ‘Lots
of people gather information rather

it
“isn’tAlthough
always easy,

uncertainty isn’t
necessarily a bad
thing. It keeps
life interesting

than intelligence and, ultimately, it’s
worthless. What you have to think is,
does this help me achieve my goals?
If it doesn’t, forget it.’ That point hits
home. By this rationale, my obsessive
Google trawls about the possible
implications of recent world events
are definitely garnering information,
but not intelligence. Most of the time
my supposed ‘research’ is just noise.

Plan for sureties

Mullender advises identifying and
preparing for the predictable elements
of otherwise unpredictable scenarios.
Even in hostage situations, there are
certain things that are sure to arise:
‘Someone will demand to speak to the
person in charge. We never let them do
that, but we have a prepared response.’
Much like Facebook founder, Mark
Zuckerberg, who famously wears
identical T-shirts every day so he has
to make as few decisions as possible
about ‘anything except how to best
serve this community’, preparing for
the things you know will happen helps
conserve energy for the big challenges.
While we can’t control what we will
be asked in a job interview or whether
our date will like us, knowing how
long the journey will take, or what we
will wear, leaves us with more mental
capacity to think on our feet.
From dating agency owner Tara
McDonnell’s perspective, handling
uncertainty means keeping an open
mind, a skill she honed during her
time as a detective inspector in the

police force. In an uncertain situation,
especially one in which we are
emotionally invested, it’s easy to feel
we are weighing up all possibilities,
while subconsciously pursuing a
specific narrative. ‘Remaining
impartial and keeping an open mind
is something every investigator is
trained to do, because jumping to
conclusions may result in overlooking
crucial evidence,’ she explains.
Viewing a situation as genuinely
uncertain means accepting that we
might not have all the information yet,
or that we might be surprised by the

myself
“toExposing
uncertainty,

knowing I might fail,
gave me the impetus
to make a success of it
through hard work

“

more effective techniques to manage
it? Could their approaches be applied
to my own ability to cope with it?

“

>>> uncertainty, or had they developed
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on a second-by-second basis to match
buyers and sellers whose positions
often change over the course of a day.
‘Although you can track general
patterns, habits and commonalities in
the market, there is no guarantee of
what will happen, so we have to have
strategies in place that mean we are
prepared for bumps in the road.’

The only thing to fear...
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A de Berker et al, Uncertainty can cause more stress
than inevitable pain, ‘Nature Communications’, 2016

Be motivated by it

‘When investigating major crimes,
it’s common practice to hypothesise
on different theories and then, as
evidence grows, theories will be
eliminated one by one, giving an
element of certainty about what
happened,’ says McDonnell. But one
can rarely eliminate uncertainty
entirely, and, in her personal life, she,
like Mullender, doesn’t see that as a
problem, rather as a motivation. After
leaving a long police career to retrain
as a lawyer, she was made redundant
from her new job, which prompted her
to take another leap into the unknown
by launching a matchmaking business.
‘Exposing myself to uncertainty and
knowing I might fail, gave me the
impetus to make a success of it
through hard work and determination.
Uncertainty can be a drive to restore

There are no
“guarantees...
so we

need strategies in
place that mean
we are prepared for
bumps in the road

“

outcome. It also means giving all
potential outcomes equal weight
until we can prove or disprove them.

a sense of certainty where it was lost,’
she says. I think back to my first forays
into freelancing, which came about
partly in response to the threat of
redundancy from a staff job. While
freelancing is unpredictable, I feel
more secure now that my income
doesn’t come from just one source.
As McDonnell did, I chose uncertainty
– but a version that felt positive.
In financial professions such as
stockbroking, uncertainty is built into
business models, as Victoria Adams
knows. In her 50-hour week, the
London commodities broker works

One of the trickiest things about
managing uncertainty is the fact that
it often feels out of our control: how
can we make a contingency plan when
we don’t know what’s going to happen?
But there are ways to cushion landings;
whether it’s by saving a nest egg or
building a support network for tough
times. By anticipating and accepting
uncertainty, we can build stronger
systems to deal with it.
When Adams set up another business
as a yoga teacher and nutritionist, she
accepted it would bring highs and
lows. But, in her view, change, which
goes hand-in-hand with uncertainty,
is a catalyst for growth. ‘A business
that plans for uncertainty is more
likely to be successful; a business can’t
survive, adapt or grow based on a
model with no expectation of change.
Every mistake, challenge and choice is
part of training. Uncertainty about
whether I could be better, what I might
do differently and even what each day
will bring helps me grow.’
Growth, motivation, inspiration.
They are not words I would previously
have used when talking about
uncertainty. Yet, I now see how one
might frame it that way – and that the
way we frame a situation can influence
the way that we handle it. Are these
people inherently better at dealing
with uncertainty? I don’t think so;
they just look at it differently. From
now on, I plan to do the same.
Richard Mullender: mullenders.org; Tara
McDonnell: southdownsintroductions.co.uk;
Victoria Adams: yogifoodiefitty.com
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